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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL 
DAY .• TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE 
CULMINATION OF YOUR HARD WORK AND 
INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SUCH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED .• MAY ALL YOUR 
DREAMS AND WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS 
FUTURE .• CONGRATULATIONS! 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT 1995 
WELCOME 
A cordial welcome is extended to each person attending the Twenty-
Sixth Annual Commencement Exercises, including friends and relatives 
of each degree candidate, University students, faculty and staff, and 
friends and supporters of the University. 
SUNRISE MUSICAL THEATRE 
City of Sunrise, Florida 
Saturday, the Twenty-fourth of June 
Nineteen Hundred Ninety-five 
Two O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Marshal 
Candidates for the Doctoral Degree 
Candidates for the Educational Specialist Degree 
Candidates for the Master's Degree 




ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Prelude 
* Procession al 
Crown Imperial ..... . ...................... . ..... . ...... Walton 
Convening the Commencement ............ . .... . ........ David H. Rush 
Member, Board of Trustees 
* America, the Beautiful .................... . ............. . . Bates/Ward 
o beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountains' majesty 
Above the fruited plain! 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea! 
o beautiful for patriot dream 
That sees beyond the years, 
Thine alabaster cities gleam, 
Undimmed by human tears! 
America! America! 
God mend thine eve/}' flaw, 
Confirm thy soul in self control 
Thy liberty in law! 
Presiding Officer's Opening Remarks ... . .... . .............. Ovid C. Lewis 
President 
* Audience Please Stand 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
Doctor of Commerce .................................. Ovid C. Lewis 
Awarded to Glendon E. Johnson 
Chairman of the Board and CEO for John Alden Insurance Group 
Hooding Comm ittee ................... Marshall Lytle and Joseph Millsaps 
Members, Board of Trustees 
Commencement Address ........................... Glendon E. Johnson 
Presentation of Graduates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Joseph B. Lakovitch 
Vice-President for Student Affairs 
Conferring of Degrees .................................. Ovid C. Lewis 
President 
* Recession al 
Epic March ............................................ Ireland 
* Audience Please Stand 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Center for Psychological Studies 
Presented by FRANK DePIANO, Ph.D. 
DAVID F. BARONE, Ph.D. 
A. EUGENE SHAPIRO, Ph.D. 
Soledad Arguelles Kelly R. Chrestman Paul T. McMahon 
Miami, Florida Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Dania, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: 
William J. Bums, Ph.D. Mary Ann Dutton, Ph.D. Michael Hershorn, Ph.D. 
Ellen B. Astrachan-Fletcher Luz M. Cornell Cheryl L. Millsaps-Azrin 
Chicago, Illinois Miramar, Florida Chicago, Illinois 
CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: 
Philinda Hutchings, Ph.D. Philinda Hutchings, Ph.D. Wiley Mittenberg, Ph.D. 
Richard L. Azrin Robert J. Ferguson Sean G. Perrin 
Chicago, Illinois Hanover, New Hampshire Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: 
Wiley Mittenberg, Ph.D. Wiley Mittenberg, Ph.D. Cynthia Last, Ph.D. 
Karen A. Bankier-Feuerman Sharon M. Fichera Robert A. Rella 
Aventura, Florida Hollywood, Florida Omaha, Nebraska 
CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: 
Philinda Hutchings, Ph.D. Wiley Mittenberg, Ph.D. Steven N. Gold, Ph.D. 
Michelle L. Bengtson Kathy Ann Garcia-Lawson Paul R. Rivest 
Coconut Creek, Florida Palm Bch Gardens, Florida Manlius, New York 
CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: CHAIRPERSON: 
Wiley Mittenberg, Ph.D. Robert Lane, Ph.D. Alan Katel/, Ph.D. 
Andrew R. Bunce Clio Vardopoulos Carolyn G. Robbins 
Miami, Florida Hatziyannaki s North Miami Beach, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: Lauderhill, Florida CHAIRPERSON: 
Mary Ann Dutton, Ph.D. CHAIRPERSON: Robert Kabacoff, Ph.D. 
Jan Faust, Ph.D. 
Mary Ann S. Centrone Esther Selevan-Eisenstein 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Tania Koolik North Miami Beach, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: Miami Beach, Florida CHAIRPERSON: 
David F. Barone, Ph.D. CHAIRPERSON: William J. Bums, Ph.D. 
Robert Lane, Ph.D. 
Susan Kole Siegel 
Novelty, Ohio 
CHAIRPERSON: 
William J. Bums, Ph.D. 
Jean M. Spinelli 
Kew Gardens, New York 
CHAIRPERSON: 
Alan Katell, PhD. 
Richard Lionel Stewart, Jr. 
Miami, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: 
Barry Schneider, Ph.D. 
Diane V. Stewart-Muniz 
Miami Shores, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: 
Barry Schneider, Ph.D. 
James W. Thigpen 
Burlington, Florida 
CHAIRPERSON: 
William Burns, PhD. 
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Center for Psychological Studies 
Presented by FRANK DePIANO, Ph.D. 
DAVID F. BARONE, Ph.D. 
A. EUGENE SHAPIRO, Ph.D. 
Michelle H. Abrudescu Andrew H. Demick Heidi Heimler 
Forest Hills, New York Westerville, Ohio Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Robert A. Barash lima C. Galeote Kim S. Herskowitz 
Stockbridge, Massachusetts Davie, Florida Miami, Florida 
Stephen S. Barber Jody A. Gallaway Janice L. Hynes 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Ft. Myers, Florida Miami, Florida 
Mary L. Bertera Donna Gellman Rodriguez Patricia D. Janson 
Delray Beach, Florida Gainesville, Florida Highland Beach, Florida 
Dean E. Bertsch Michelle Ghelbendorf Janet P. Kay 
Hunnington Beach, California Aventura, Florida Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Charles A. Bliss, Jr. Douglas Gibson Sheri E. Knight 
Treasure Island, Florida Richmond, Virginia Plantation, Florida 
Joanne Bliss Marcelle Girolamini-Smith Andrew J. Lagomasino 
Plantation, Florida Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Somerville, Massachusett s 
David C. Cantor Susan D. Glatz Sandra K. Lange-Benedict 
River Ridge, Louisiana Brooklyn, New York Hollywood, Florida 
Mary A. Chiariello Erena Gonzalez-Guemes Jeanne Latiolais 
Birmingha m, Alabama Miami, Florida Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Lynda C. Clinefelter Dana J. Gordon Heather Levenburg 
Grand Rapids, Michiga n Belmont, Massachusett s Miami, Florida 
Patricia Cordary-Hartnett John M. Grohol Barbara Jane Levin 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Poughkeepsie, New York Lauderhill, Florida 
Linda Shields Porter Stacey M. Pelton Rachelle A. Sutten-Coats 
Deerfield Beach, Floria Plantation, Florida Littleton, Colorado 
Janet Levenson Raz Delwin L. Pitzer Laura G. Talley 
North Miami, Florida Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Lawrence, Kansas 
Barbara J. Levin Angela N. Reno Victor T. Tan 
Lauderhill, Florida Westerville, Ohio Lewisburg, West Virginia 
Peter G. Marcus Jodi A. Schwartz-Thompson Janie S. Thomas 
Cambridge, Massachusetts Providence, Rhode Island Aventura, Florida 
Nicholas V. Martino, Jr. Philip M. Seckler William B. Thomas 
Coatesville, Pennsylvania Maple Shade, New Jersey Nashville, Tennessee 
Susan C. McMahan Margaret J. Siebert Maureen E. Tiernan-Meech 
Naples, Florida Elkins Park, Pennsylvania Boca Raton, Florida 
Robert McCue Cindy Ann Lemke Stear Nancy T. Wachter 
Hollywood, Florida Rockford, Illinois Miami, Florida 
Russell E. McGuff Christopher J. Williamson 
Tallahassee, Florida Hollywood, Florida 
DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
Keith Bhatia 
Plano, Texas 
Linda K. Brown 
East Moline, Illinois 
Alan R. Childress 
Sf. Petersburg, Florida 
Carmen Frances Fernandez 
Davie, Florida 
Edward J. Downing 
Springfield, Virginia 
David C. Gossman 
Cooper City, Florida 
Robert J. Hirschfield 
Bow, New Hampshire 
Warren Huckabay 
Issaquah, Washington 
Mark A. Lee 
Caronport, Canada 
Richard G. Jennings 
Scottsdale, Arizona 
Terry J. McQueen 
Davie, Florida 
Kevin James McFarlane 
Bessemer City, North Carolina 
Edward Francis Murphy, Jr. 
Travis AFB, California 
Randall B. Newell 
Alamosa, Colorado 
Rex C. Patton 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Judy A. Ramage 
Memphis, Tennessee 
Thomas L. Robinson 
Laguna Niguel, California 
Massood Rofoogaran 
Tehran, Iran 
John W. Russette 
Hollywood, Florida 
Aysar P. Sussan 
Davie, Florida 
.. 
DOCTOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Robert M. Gehlken 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
Robert H. Schram 
Piscataway, New Jersey 
Hernan A. Vera 
Ponce, Puerto Rico 
DOCTOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Somnuk Chandarapratin 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Donald A. Dudick 
Breckenridge, Colorado 
Dale E. Bertram 
Florence, Kentucky 
Betty L. Davis 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Heather S. Elliott 
Coral Springs, Florida 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
Ki S. Kim 
Los Angeles, California 
Adilla Pongyeela 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Young J. You 
Pursan, Korea 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
School of Social and Systemic Studies 
Family Therapy 
Presented by RONALD J. CHENAIL, Ph.D. 
DOUGLAS G. FLEMONS, Ph.D. 
Lynne M. Fitzgerald 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Ann C. Getzinger 
Coral Springs, Florida 
Candace Hartman 
Boca Raton, Florida 
Kelleen M. Linden 
Ft. Myers, Florida 
Harold W. Lucas 
Boynton Beach, Florida 
Marcy L. Tinsley 
Stuart, Florida 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Lillie V. Brown 
Orlando, Florida 
Presented by EDWARD L1EBLEIN, Ph.D. 
COMPUTER EDUCATION 
Darrell W. Green 
Lakewood, Colorado 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
Adalecia Hassell 
Ponce, Puerto Rico 
School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Wilker S. Bruce 
Boca Raton, Florida 
Paul R. Bowdre 
Presented by EDWARD L1EBLEIN, Ph.D. 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
William Merritt Hartman 
Miami Lakes, Florida 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
A. Steven Krantz 
Coral Springs, Florida 
Gregory Edward Simco 
Sunrise, Florida 
Larry D. Vail 
Bourbonnais, Illinois 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Presented by EDWARD L1EBLEIN, Ph.D. 
TRAINING AND LEARNING 
Palm Bch Gardens, Florida 
Robert L. Chiodo 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 
Jami L. Biles 
Naples, Florida 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Roberta S. Horowitz 
Pasadena, California 
Alan E. Dillman 
Beavercreek, Ohio 
Larry E. Beebe 
Melbourne, Florida 
Patricia A. Collins 
Lake Helen, Florida 
Cynthia M. Hanchey 
Shawnee, Oklahoma 
Lynn M. Barroner 
Michael Berdell 
Lauren F. Binger 
Eileen Garrigan 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Mircea Laurian Halmu 
Miami Beach, Florida 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SCIENCE 
Larry D. Mou Ids 
Largo, Florida 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Stephen C. Jones 
Marion, Alabama 
Donald L. McGarry 
North Port, New York 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Angela M. Trujillo 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Robert H. Lane 
Bristol, Pennsylvania 
Warren Von Worley 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
John S. Moore, Jr. 
Ellenton, Florida 
Dana Vaughn Tesone 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
CLINICAL SPECIALIST 
School of Social and Systemic Studies 
Family Systems Health Care 
Presented by RONALD J. CHENAIL, Ph.D. 
MARGO WEISS, Ph.D. 
Barbara Ann Grasch 
Jeffrey W. Kane 
Staci A. Lee 
John F. Nerswick 
Arlene J. Plutchok 
Constance L. Roman 
Bernadette Lillian Saviano 
Muriel B. Singer 
Suzanne Watterson-Guastella 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
Cort B. Carter 
Sandra L. Gregersen 





Carol D. Aiello 
Cheryl Badaracco 
Henry E. Devlin III 
Evelyn Dorce 
Carmen Galloso 
Tarsha L. Graham 
Cheryl A. Granato 
Judy K. Ammerman 
David M. Bankeroff 
Mara Lynn Bruno 
Noelle Alyssa Calakos 
Norma V. Chew 
Marcy Jill Cohen 
Patricia D. Connor 
Harold R. Davidson III 
Cynthia A. Doss 
Theresa A. Dyro 
DANIEL AUSTIN, Ph.D. 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
John McCarthy 
Carrie Miller 






William D. Hart 
Bettye A. Henry 
Vickie Lynn Hess 
Sharon E. Holtzclaw 
Marni Sloan Kadin 
Heddy L. Lavinere 
HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION 
Brian J. Eccles 
Ersira E. Estrada 
Charles C. Feeman, Jr. 
Vachel Fuller 
Catherine Gonzalez 
Howard Marc Kaplan 
Ruth Barbara Koch 
Karen D. Mason 
Anthony E. Misunas 
GERONTOLOGY 
Neil Scott Gorman 
Deborah Rubens 
Dwi Rina Soekotjo 
Jeff H. Weiner 




Kathleen S. Margoles 
Tommy Martin, Jr. 
Russell G. McLean 
Patricia D. Pogue 
Auayporn Sathirasuit 
Anongrat Tangboonritruthai 
Joseph William Wirthman 
Ruby Dee Murphy 
Michelle Lynn Patterson 
Alfonso E. Ribero 
Mustafa A. Saleh 
Linda Olivia Schlepp 
Victor G. Spence 
Gregory P. Strauss 
Gloria Morales Villa 
Anita M. Warrick 
Gail V. Webb 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 






DANIEL AUSTIN, Ph.D. 
Daniel F. Franquiz 
Kazutomo Fukushima 
Elizabeth J. Gribbon 
Antoine Jadotte 
Patricia E. McAllister 
Gerald J. Mendoza 
Addhapoj Nachiengmai 
Michael Salem 
Luanne M. Smith 
Edward Thomas Stupi 
Lisa Wilson Thompson 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Dominic Andreano 
Nina R. Birnbach 
Jorge L. Blanco 
Philip E. Brown 
Linda M. Bryant 
Keith A. Buonocore 
Charles T. Cassel III 
Wai Ling Cheung 
Sai F. Choi 
Mark Cohen 
Ivan A. Cosimi 
Cher A. Cuppari 
Douglas E. Day 
Christine M. DiFiore 
Jesus E. Diaz 
Constanza Duque 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
CHARLES W. BLACKWELL, D.P.A. 
Michelle S. Eagen 
Donald J. Fallenbaum 
Ludis R. Fraser 
Vivian M. Fumero 
Susan A. Gooding 
Barry A. Grossman 
Jess Guzman 
Robert J. Hedigan, Jr. 
Donna M. Hovis 
Gary D. Jenkins 
Jeffrey I. Love 
Steven E. Martin 
Julie McKnight 
Lelah P. McVeigh 
Brian David Nadler 
Patricia A. Parke 
George Henry Perez 
Rhonda Randall 
Traci Rochelle Rindom 
Debra H. Sartoian 
Thomas M. Schlemmer 
Laura Shulta-Castaneda 
Jeffrey Matthew Siegel 
Douglas K. Taylor 
James T estasecca 
Philip E. Weiss 
Gregory R. Wood 
Frank J. Zaremba 
Li Zhao 
Henry B. Zowine 
Asim Zulfiqar 
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
EDWARD J. COYNE, M.I.B.A. 
Vincent D. Abrams Edgardo R. Garcia Prangaht 
Dominic J. Abreu Pamela J. Garib Palakawonghaayudhaya 
Ayobami S. Akorede Jeanne Ann Gelardi-Leal Jose C. Pastor 
Carlos Alcocer Lay Hoon Joselyn Goh Christian Nicolas Perez 
Mary R. Andrews Carlos F. Gonzalez Chee K. Piong 
Chayatawatch Atibaedya Robert E. Hagood III Wilai Pornchewangkun 
Jonathan K. Bales Hycinth Deloris Higgins Bernardo Protano 
John Joseph Barrass Kaibo Huang Boris Przechacki 
Cynthia A. Becerra Wenrong Jin Karamdas V. Puthiya 
Sarun Boonsinsukh Anthony C. Johnson Carlos M. de Quesada 
Christine Marie Brancazio Nadkeranda T. Kariappa Juan F. Ramirez 
Lori A. Brink Joseph Michael Keefe Roma Ramlogan 
Gonzalo G. Capriles Stacy L. Klein Alexandra Rider 
Lizette Cardona Theresa M. Lawler Olga Suarez Rodriguez 
Lennor Carrillo Nestor A. Llorente Beverly P. Ruyle 
Sanjay M. Chakravarti Orlando R. Lolo Santiago J. Sablon 
Phandhi-Tra Chantranives Aloisio M. Lopes Albert Scius 
Steve T. J. Chen Danette A. Mansoir Keith A. Seebeck 
Cesar E. Chujoy Judith Ellenbogen Margolis Paula L. Seymour 
Joann Cintron Mario R. Martinez Dave Sitahal 
Margaret M. Cullen Sergio A. Martinez Paula Summers 
Raul M. Davila Nicholas Geogy Mavris Lia Malena Tapia Velarde 
Denison B. Davis Kevin A. McGowan Michelle L. Taylor 
Erik S. Day Gaetano Montante Michelle Maria Tomlinson 
Dianne O. Denton Sandra Moreno Julio Torres 
Wendy E. Denton Doron Mukhtar Joseph A. Udeozohginika 
Buteau Dupont Dan Muller Victoria Usherenko 
Christian Luis Eiroa Dante G. Novellino Cynthia M. Viteri 
Raymundo F. Escarra Chris E. Nzeakor Gregory S. Ward 
Kelly Genene Ferguson Mary Ogakgole Alicia Helena Winchery 
Gonzalo Fernandez Boediandari Ontowirjo Janine M. Young 
Russell J. Gallagher, Jr. Manuel F. Pacheco Maritza B. Zavala 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Robert A.G. Abrahams 
Alero F. Abrams 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
CHARLES W. BLACKWELL, D.P.A. 
Mark S. Acosta 
Aida W. Acuna 
David William Adkins 
Roel C. Aguilan 
Jennifer Marie Aikin Barbara K. Benavidez Judith C. Cade 
Ahmed A. Akhund Jennifer C. Bennett Angela P. Calalang 
George Ellis Akins Roseann M. Benson Trinidad Callava 
Adalberto Alfonso, Jr. Joseph C. Beruta Fredrica R. Cambridge 
Anthony Alfonso Maria Victoria Besada Marcia M. Campbell 
Khalil Alim Eileen J. Betancourt Hal R. Canter 
Patrick N. Aliu Teresita E. Bieberbach Michele Carberry 
Angel Armando Alizo Donald J. Bivacca Rita V. Cardenas 
Patricia R. Allen Kevin Paul Black Brent Raymond Carreau 
John A. Almquist, Jr. Michelle M. Blackwood Erin L. Carrigan 
Jorge L. Alonso Richard Oneil Blackwood Glen M. Carter 
Gustavo A. Alvarez Jeanne B. Blair Alejandro G. Casals 
Keith Anderson Michael Robert Blake Mercedes L. Casals 
Stephen Mario Anselmo William L. Blanton David D. Casceoli 
John B. Anthony, Jr. Belinda B. Blessitt Diane Michele Cato 
Yolanda Y. Anthony Gregory L. Blount Jose M. Chacon 
Belinda L. Apfeld Paul L. Blowers, Jr. Lydia A. Chang 
William H. Archer Michael A. Boggiano Simone N. Chang 
Judy R. Archey G. Gregory Bohrer Mughis A. Chaudhry 
Judson E. Areza Dawn M. Boll-Beane Lindy Chaves 
Alfonso Arguello Rene B. Bolton Chini Chen 
Azarias A. Arguello Julia E. Bonner Deanna M. Chestnut 
Juan Carlos Armas Wilmot J. Bonnick Marsha Childs 
J. Preston Armstrong Gregory N. Bosek Angelina R. Chong 
Janice M. Armstrong Bryan B. Bossert Fusang Chou 
Jerri Lyn Aronson Terry L. Bowers Marie Jeanne H. Chua 
Catherine Arthur Dimitra Bowman Rene M. Cibran 
Sheila Atwater William L. Boyd Richard W. Clarke 
John C. Ayala Patricia Boyette Vilma Naomi Clarke 
Mehmet E. Ayverdi Marva L. Bradford Carey Q. Clenchy 
Roger D. Baker John Larry Brady Todd G. Cline 
Angela M. Balster William V. Bragg Roderick O. Codner 
Jeraldine Banks Robert M. Bratcher Arthur J. Cohen 
Joyce C. Banks Kurt Robert Breitinger Henri I. Cohen 
Andrew W. Barker Edward L. Brochu II Michael D. Cohen 
Bruce Edward Barkus Charles H. Brown Rosetta Cohen 
Camilla W. Barnes Monica Brown Ronald Francis Coli 
Kent M. Barnes Ralph E. Brown Shaante Y. Collie 
Michael A. Baron Sharon E. Brown Elizabeth A. Conejos 
Pam Barraclough Cresencia A. Brown-Grant Angela Patricia Cooper 
David E. Barrows Yvonne D. Brown-Wright Wiley A. Coppinger 
Benita J. Bass Versia E. Broyles Paul A. Corless, Jr. 
JoAnn S. Bateman Judith A. Brumbaugh Anthony P. Corr 
John S. Bateman Delroy A. Bryan Roberto R. Cosio 
Idalia Battiste David G. Burden Myrna E. Cotto 
Linda C. Beasley Edward M. Buser Richard J. Cotton 
Terri Beasmore Ronald C. Butler Martin R. Coveney 
Stacey A. Beckford Louis A. Caban Michael D. Cowart 
Michael L. Bell Carlos A. Cabezas Larry E. Cox 
Nicholas W. Bellanca, Jr. Ida Cabezas Deborah A. Coy 
Diane Bello Maureen D. Caccavello Janice R. Crawford 
...... ~ 
Oren Ben-Aziz Anthony N. Cacciapuoti Sharon M. Creary 
Jodi A. Cross Marian Entley Yvonne Renee Glonchak 
Pamela J. Crowell Larry D. Entringer Joyce M. Goetz 
Jon C. Crull David M. Epstein Robert S. Goldner 
Roberto Cuesta James R. Esaw Jorge E. Gonzalez 
Marvin A. Cummings Joseph W. Evich Nancy C. Gonzalez 
William O. Cunningham Sam C. Ezem Noel Gonzalez 
Christopher C. Curtis Blair Feller Roderick F. Gonzalez 
William J. Dalzell Nigel P. Fenty Elorene Gooden 
Ira William David Richard Ferlita Anthony Gopie 
Greg Alan Dawes Milton A. Ferrari Richard L. Gore 
Steven L. De Dual Lourdes I. Figueira-Guzman Judith Ann Gould 
Juan Carlos De La Espriella Elaine Figueredo Eloise C. Graham 
Mary B. De Laosa Francisco M. Figuero Ann-Marie J. Grant 
Philip Vincent DeConti Christine L. Filoso-Keena John M. Greene 
Diana M. DeFerrari Howard H. Findlator Kim R. Greenwood 
Axel DeJesus Donald L. Fisher Pamela R. Griffin 
Edward W. Dean Garry R. Forbes Lance R. Grimm 
Keith D. Dearborn Craig E. Forman Pamela Maria Grissett 
Stephen D. Deats Scott C. Forst Remo W. Gritz 
Frances L. Deering Sharon K. Foster Vincent J. Grosso 
Raleigh Dehaney Donna M. Franklin John C. Grunder 
Raphael E. Del Rio Brian F. Free Bruce Dale Guilbeault 
Terry L. De la Rosa Raymond W. Frizzell Jeffrey S. Haas 
Frederick J. Delibero Barbara J. Frost Martin R. Haggblom-Payne 
Larry D. Dell Edwin E. Frost David A. Hall 
Michael A. Demyanovich Peggy Ann Furlow Errol AA Hall 
Rachelle Laurice Kelly Sue Futch Anthony A. Hamawy 
Dennis-Smith Grace Galletti Danelle H. Hamilton 
Bhavin A. Dhupelia Jordana Gamez Errol E. Hamilton 
Abel A. DiLella Aimee Garcia Gary M. Hamilton 
Douglas DiPaola Jose Manuel Garcia Mark E. Hamilton 
Christopher Gerard Diaz Teresita M. Garcia James A. Hansen 
Gerald J. Dickens Desmond W. Gardner Christian M. Hanson 
Deborah C. Dillard Ryan Lance Gardner Janice Haqq 
Damon Todd Dittmar Cynthia Garofolo-Klein Gloria A. Hardee 
Paulette V. Dixon Richard W. Garretson III Robert D. Harmon 
James R. Dockstader JoDee E. Garretson James E. Harris 
Vijayasimha Doddabalapur Flora H. Garth Judith Anne Harris 
Jay W. Doobrow Stephanie A. Gaskin Evelyn Harrison-Smith 
Gregory T. Dooley H. Roger Gavankar Jeffrey B. Harrison 
George C. Dorr, Jr. Golda M. Gayle Donald L. Hart 
Michael J. Dowling Patrick W. Gayle Carol Harty 
Michael W. Doyle Lara Elise Geller Steven A. Harvey 
Camille E. Drake Robert J. Gentles Lydia M. Harvin 
Pamela M. Ducas Jeff L. George Sandra L. Hatton 
Bolarinwa Durosinmi Marilyn Gerardi Alexandrea D. Hay 
James Aloysius Dwyer III Paola M. Gibellini Norma D. Henderson 
John Dennis Eichelberger Carlos M. Gil P. Michael Henderson 
Timothy D. Eisel John Gilmore III Carolyn S. Hendry 
Gregory J. Elzinga Mario Girona Belen Hernandez 
Devora M. Emmanuel Lance W. Giroux Ivonne M. Hernandez 
Carl L. Engel Mary Ann Girvan June L. Herron 
Lisa A. Herron Michael E. Johnson Christopher J. Lamarca 
Cathy C. Heuer Ronald L. Johnson Eric E. Lamberson 
Stephen Edward Heverly Thomas A. Johnson T racy Lambert 
Paul Richard Heymann Yvette P. Johnson Ross J. Lankenau 
Sonia M. Heywood Juliet C. Jones-Sallette Paula Sheri Larkin 
James C. Hicks Alison R. K. Jones Kenneth Delbert Larson 
Nezaki Hidehiko Frances Elizabeth Jones Timothy L. Lash 
Lila Lorine Hill Karen L. Jones Charles O. Laughlin II 
Shawn Hinrichs Mark B. Jones Patrick William Lavelle 
Gregory S. Hirsch Nicola Jones Owen o. Lawrence 
Bobby J. Hodge Ronald G. Kahan Cheryl T. Lawson 
t Paul A. Hoffman William M. Kaiser Kenneth F. LeCour 
Sharon M. Hoffman Barbara J. Kalmin Neville L. Ledgister 
Kenneth Hogan Walter H. Kamp III James Anthony Lee 
Peter G. Holzapfel Victor J. Kapish Sammei Lee 
Arinks Homicile Peter Karastamatis Irene Leonard 
Juliette A. Robinson Hopkins Frank C. Keegan Susan L. Lerman 
Susan M. Horan Larry G. Keeling Ronald C. Lester 
Dawn Janel Horstman John Rory Keenen Alberto D. Leyva 
Jane A. Horton Martha J. Keenen Praphaiphun Linavata 
Debra L. Horwick William M. Kehoe Karen Lindgren 
Sally J. Hostrop Anna H. Kemp Marcia P. Livingston 
Joseph T. Houghton, Jr. Robert A. Kendrick Thomas M. Livingston 
Jane Jaue H. Hsiao Steven William Kendrick John J. LoBianco 
Donald L. Huddleson Catherine M. Ketter Priscilla A. Long 
Rae L. Huddleson Farhat M. Khan Gloria L. Lopez 
Heather C. Hudson Momammad N. Khan Michelle J. Loquasto 
Odette A.M. Hudson Laleh E. Khonsary Lawrence Sherman Lowe III 
Judith Anne Hunt James K. Kiefer David F. Lowe 
Maria P. Hurtado Murat K. Kilci Nopdol Luengnimitmas 
Sana H. Hussamy Kathleen M. Killen Susan A. Lyerly-Jennette 
Bonnie L. Hutelin Carl J. Kingcade Alex C. MacGregor 
Milicent M. Isaacs Teddy L. Kinzer Donna R. MacGregor 
Alphonso Ike Iwenofu Thomas D. Kirk Jennifer Macam 
Andrew B. Jackson John L. Kitchens Wilfred A. Macauley 
Keith Daniel Jackson Ann Marie Knichel Arthur Ray Macey 
Reginal A. Jackson Eileen M. J. Knight Lori-Ann N. Macmillan 
Robert C. Jackson James M. Knight Patricia E. Magee 
Karen L. Jacobs Stainton S. Knott Paul F. Magnant 
John J. Jaeger Wendi A. Kobrin Sylvette M. Mahoney 
Atul Jain Diana T. Komorowski Yolanda C. Maldonado 
Manu Jain Charles Montgomery Kong Fatima Malik 
Meera Jain Ama G. Korsah Glenn W. Mangan 
.. Teresa Z. Jemison Nancy S. Kostyo Theodore A. Manly, Jr. 
Carol A. Jensen John J. Kowalchick Milton A. Maragh 
Eric J. Jensen Claudia Beth Kraut Kurt W. Marcello 
Janet M. Jernigan Dana L. Kuebler Karene A. March 
Jeannette Jimenez John Michael La Barge Ruth Lys Margolis 
Lezlie Jean Johnny Guy G. Lacombe CarlO. Marshall 
Alan C. Johnson Blossom H. Laidlaw Christopher L. Martin 
David M. Johnson Barbara Lynn Laing Carlos Luis Martinez, Jr. 
Jerry M. Johnson Robert Lam Grisel M. Martinez 
Wanda I. Martinez Susan Donna Murray Leslie L. Penton 
Lisa Beth Marton Walter Darryl Muse Joyce M. Pepin 
Stacey Michelle Mason Richard P. Musgrave Rosa C. Perez 
Jane Marie Massaro Gwendolyn Mustafa-Hussein Christopher M. Perry 
Thomas J. Mast Andrew H. Myers Susan Perry 
Geogy Mathew Gary G. Myford John A. Persinger 
Maurice J. Matovich Ellie Nadji Randy S. Peters 
Errol G. Maye Errol M. Nash Eric Charles Peterson 
Jacqueline T. McBean Janice D. C. Nash Scott M. Peterson 
Frank D. McCaleb James P. Navarro Ann M. Petgrave 
Amy J. McCourt Kimberly M. Navas Vincent E. Petti 
Winston H. McFarlane Norman A. Nelson Gloria Pflugfelder f; 
Stephanie A. Mcintosh Tanya Denise Newman Mark H. Pfost .il 
James J. McKendrick Thomas Newman Serge Phanord l · :i 
Garth St. C. H. McKenzie Portia J. Nicholson Cynthia K. Phillips • 
Rachel Yvonne McLarty Carol L. Nickels John Daniel Phillips 
Devon I. McLean Frank L. Nickels Tracy Pick 
Sharon L. McMorris Robert Martin Nicolay Denise Lynn Pickett 
Ian A. McNaughton Daniel F. Nista Jacqueline Yvonne Pierce 
William D. McNeal Theresa A. Nolte Judy A. Pierce 
Marcia Y. McPherson-Fuller Linda Northington Ronald W. Pieslak 
Renee M. McVety Mitchell Towsley Norton Jacqueline Pio 
Rogelio A. Mederos Terry A. Novak Yvonne Dutcher Plumstead 
Kung H. Meng Michael A. Noyes Linda Hockman Plunkett 
Amy S. Merfeld Emilio M. Nunez Opart Polprapreut 
Chris Curtis Meyer Finbarr M. O'Carroll Sonia M. Pomalaza 
Kevin E. Meyer Janice L. Oberwetter Zeida P. Post 
Gary R. Michaels Rachael Peres Oden Jeffrey L. Postell 
Ronald Miller Thomas W. Olsson Mitchell S. Price 
Stephanie D. Miller Reuben J. Ortega Vernon Christopher Priest 
Manuel B. Miranda Christopher C. Osuanah Ann Marie Prieto 
Manu K. Mirchandani Michelle Kupperman Ott Eddy E. Prieto 
James E. Mitchell Gregory M. Otto Robert Prieto 
Joseph E. Moaba Tracy R. Ourhaan Troy O. Proppe 
Christopher L. Mohall Robert Lee Owens Harold I. Proverbs 
Allan W. Mohess Sheldon A. Pafford James L. Pruden 
John J. Monaghan Guy B. Page Khaled M. Ramadan 
Robert R. Mondron II Sanjay V. Pai Erik V. Rangelov 
Mercedes E. Montalvo Trevor C. Palmer Muhammad Rasheed 
Lisset D. Morejon Richard D. Paraiso Clifton G. Reader 
Dawn A. Morrison Mary C. Parish Kevin E. Reese 
Denise A. Morrison Dollie E. Parker Charlene Reid Ford .~ 
Norman W. Moseley Edie L. Parker Melrose G. Reid n 
Doris Lanette Moss Robert O. Parkins Philip Henry Reid 'f, 
William F. Mueller Luis Antonio Parrilla Vladislav M. Remar 
William G. Muilenburg William H. Patino Raweewan Reongsiripong 
Vivek Mukharya Michael F. Patterson Raymond Resnick 
Choong Mun Brian H. Paulsen Layne V. Reynolds 
Carlos A. Muniz Barrington C. Payne Greg A. Rhoads 
David M. Murphy Louis Roy Pearo James L. Rice 
Joyce Moore Murphy Deborah A. Peeples John Daniel Rice 
Paul A. Murphy Geurt C. Peet Suzanne Jacob RiGe 
Sharon Rice-Blanton Donna Y. Scantlebury Alex Spanos 
Douglas M. Richards Kenneth Michael Schmitt Vic Spanos 
Judith A. Richardson Rod B. Schrag Kathleen Spaulding 
Denise Richburg Daniel J. Schreiber John Harvey Spears, Jr. 
Kris L. Richey Steven A. Schroeder Paul Williams Spencer 
Norman D. Richman Peter J. Schubert Patricia Dozier Springer 
Claudia T. Riedl George H. Schulte Maleepan Sribyatta 
Kathleen A. Rippley Stephanie L. Schulte Jerome M. Stacy 
David L. Risdon George Schultz Nancie R. Stallings 
Sarah M. Ritchie Jeffrey A. Schulz Jill M. Standifer 
Alfred Rivera Connie L. Schwarz Clarke Allan Stanford 
Sonia M. Roache Daniel A. Scipione Maria M. Stecca 
Linda J. Robbins Kenneth L. Sciulli Lisa M. Stein 
Colin I. Roberts Ronald Seay Lynne Carol Steinke 
Jennifer B. Roberts Paul Seiler Kelly Stephens 
Jessica Dianne Roberts Michael J. Sellars Nichole Celeste Stern 
Brent W. Robertson Nigam Shah Julia Lawn Stones 
Carl L. Robertson Patricia M. Shako Harold Kenneth Strassler 
Marilyn R. Robinson Manoochehr Shamohammadi Robert G. Strehle 
Oscar A. Robles Pankaj Sharma Olga Antonia Stroud 
Edward Rodgers Phyllis J. Shepard Alicia L. Suarez 
Amelia C. Rodriguez Anita M. Shepherd Kenneth M. Suesse 
Jorge C. Rodriguez Beresford L. Sherman Suresh R. Sujanani 
Maria M. Rodriguez Michael A. Sherman Robert L. Suydam 
Pedro Jose Sharon K. Shields Ann Christine Swiech 
Rodriguez-Triana Ornamphai Shinawatra Joseph Paul Szofran 
Scott Carlton Roe Sompob Shinawatra Sarot T. Suwan 
Dennis Michael Rog Mary A. Shinsky Tracy S. Taddio 
Maureen C. Rogers Ronald A. Shouse Sharon Marie Tai 
Ari L. Roloff Edward Shutty Chun-Harris 
Sheri L. Ross Joseph Robert Sicbaldi Robert J. Taylor 
Kenneth D. Rowe Robert W. Sides Susan M. Teeter 
Sheila M. Rufener Kayomarz Yezdi Sidhwa Charlene M. Thomas 
Marion C. Ruffing Nathagarn Simarat Debra E. Thomas 
Alberto Ruiz DeAlejo, Jr. Chandra J. Simmons Cynthia D. Thompson 
Robert L. Rulapaugh Joyce R. Simms Derrick M. Thompson 
Victor Ruotolo Billie Jo Simoneau Donald A. Thompson 
Ann M. Rushe Cheryll A. Simpson Everton R. Thompson 
Robert R. Rushe Nigel C. Simpson Willard A. Thompson 
Andrew W. Russo Kristen G. Sinnes Stanley B. Thornton 
Jack R. Rust Jan Sheryl Sklar Traci A. Thornton 
Gayla B. Rye Daniel A. Slaughter Luciano M. Tiberia 
Meyer J. Safra Clive S. Smith Quang D. To 
Lonnie J. Salimone Janet B. Smith Cindy J. Tolz 
Thomas L. Salisbury Patrick A. Smith Nancy J. Toman 
Mungree Samlal Paul B. Smith Sandra L. Tomlin 
Kecia J. Samuels Thomas J. Smith Beverlyn Trimble 
Vivian Irene Sandler Ursula G. Smith-Perry Rebecca Tromberg 
Mabel Santa-Cruz Kirby K. Sniffen Mark T. Trygstad 
Ernest C. Satterthwait George Soto, Jr. Terry E. Tubaugh 
Gurjeet S. Sawhney Sebastian Spada Frances H. Turner 
Kenneth M. Saxon Tracee L. Spanier Susan M. Turner 
Der-Lun Tzeng William T. Walter Wesley D. Wingo 
William Frank Uffmann Flo C. Walters Donovan A. Wint 
Ellen Stacy Ulino Waletta M. Ware Roy V. Witcher 
Maria D. Ulloa Lara Louise Watermeyer Barbara J. Wolf-Wagner 
Jade Y. Unal Mindy B. Weinstein Julie M. Wollner 
William M. Vale Jason F. West Paul Wong 
Dorothy A. Vallario Betsy Louise Westover Frederic H. Wood III 
John W. Van Camp Selina L. White Karen W. Woodham 
John Van Orden II William L. White Sharon A. Worrell 
James K. Vanaman Karole J. Whitecotton Maurice Andrew Wright 
Marilee B. Varga Karen A. Whitlatch Diane M. Wynter 
Jose F. Vazquez Andrew P. Wierenga Cheryl O'Hara Wyrick 
Beatrice Velez Ellexzena Vinson Wilder Michelle R. Yaffe 
Badari P. S. Vishal Karen Marie Willard Rosanne Yanosich 
Judie M. Vitale Robert B. Willard Mercedes L. Yepez 
Stephen Lamar Wade Archibald P. Williams Collette R. Young 
Udendra P. Waghray Billie J. Williams Jalal H. Zamanali 
Tina L. Wagner Geisha J. Williams Paulette M. Zednek 
Jeraldine Walker Kay M. Williams Karen E. Zizmer 
Rhonda M. Wallace Paul A. Willie James R. Zoffinger 
Barry B. Walsh Maxine M. Wilson Rudolf E. Zwicklbauer 
Norris O. Wilson 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Akintola A. Ajayi 
Thomas J. Healy 
Bruce H. Bradley 
Elio Anthony DiBiase 
Irene T. Fonzi 
Debra J. Abels 
Larry D. Adkinson 
Theresa L. Boatman 
Richard V. Cinanni 
Deborah M. Curies 
Presented by ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.B.A. 
WILLIAM HARRINGTON, Ed.D. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGEMENT 
Ramana Kasibhotla 
Hal M. Kaufman 
Enrique Lopez 
Kevin H. Morahan 
Keith A. Thomas 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 
Aaron S. Lanski 
Nina E. Leven 
Scott T. Lynch 
Karen A. Mason 
Michael J. Rosen 
Thomas F. Wening 
Paul D. Wirth 
MANAGEMENT OF QUALITY AND TECHNOLOGY 
Gregory J. Drejza 
Israel Garcia 
Celal H. Kagnicioglu 
Josef Menashe 
Enrique A. Navarrete 
Mai T. Nguyen 
Walter B. Riddock 
David A. Thomasun 
Stephen J. Weber 
Klaus P. Werner 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Center for Psychological Studies 
Presented by FRANK A. DePIANO, Ph.D. 
KAREN S. GROSBY, M.Ed. 
JOYCE H. SILVERMAN, M.S. 
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING 
Denise J. Ackler Marc R. Conley Rachel L. Greenberg 
Alison L. Adamowich Shirley A. Conroy Connie A. Grice 
Amy B. Aiken Heather D. Cote-Najmababi Carolyn L. Hale 
Jadoa Tai Alexander Jerry E. Craft Audrey Mincey Hall 
Betty S. Allen Wayne E. Davidson Tarsa L. Hand 
Wendy Rae Allredge Amanda June DeHart Tracy C. Hanlon 
Barbara Anderson Fay I. Decker Valerie J. Harasz 
Robert Aristizabal Renee R. DeLise-Mracna Jennifer L. Harris 
Jeffrey A. Atlas Marilyn B. Dempsey Laura Harris 
Julienne A. Augusty Elyse B. Dermer Sandra F. Hartmann 
Kimberly R. Bacardi Jennifer M. Dickherber Gretchen L. Hasselkus 
Kathy L. Back Janet A. Dobson Lara Michel Hazouri 
Stephen W. Bailey Amy A. Doner Judith A. Heidrich 
Gail S. Ballin John R. Dumas Anthousa Helena 
Maha Z. Barghouthi Karen A. Dvorin Margot L. Henschel 
Vickie M. Barron Jennifer E. Edwards Sandra Kim Herstik 
Victoria L. Beggs Brian K. Emery Jacqueline R. Heyliger 
Bianca E. Beliveau Lauri A. Ettlinger Lorena F. Hill 
Robert W. Bengels Beth E. Eyestone Laura Wilding Hodgman 
Andrew L. Bernay-Roman Donna M. Faranda Gina A. Hooker 
Larry A. Bernstein Stacy B. Feinberg Daryl K. Hulce 
Connie J. Bettich James D. Feldmann II James J. Hyland 
Jane A. Bidwill Carol Jean Finley Patricia A. lisager 
Mildred A. Blanchard Marsha L. Flood Barbara J. Jacob 
Pamela R. Blanchard Jodi S. Floyd Gregory D. Jansen 
Steven S. Blauer Karen C. Foianini Ar!a J. Johnson 
Jadwiga K. Bohan Barbara H. Forman Sharlene G. Johnson 
Ann K. Booth Bernard E. Foy, Jr. Faye E. Johnston 
Karen L. Britt Aratha V. Franklin Marisa I. Jones 
Susan P. Brosnahan Louisa Freni Lourdes C. Juarbe 
Sandra L. Burke Heather L. Freschi Sandra Juul-Hansen 
Lisa J. Calandrino Roger A. Friedland Kelly Jo Kaye 
Richard N. Campbell Pamela P. Gadd Amelia B. Kemp 
Lois J. Carlton Jacquelyn P. Gilbert Susan B. Kessler 
Nairza Garcia Castillo Constance F. Glass Sean F. Khan 
Panagiota Chingos Donna L. Glenn Kathleen A. Kirley 
Simone D. Chinnon Deborah F. Goldmacher Jennifer N. Kiszely 
Pamela A. Cleland Cindy F. Gordon Pia I. Kook Weskott 
Lauri R. Cohen Maria M. Goytia Catherine P. Krepin 
Alfreida B. Coleman Mary Kathleen Graham Ami L. Kruest 
Lisa R. LaBruto Jill M. Parker Tina Matilda Cagley Stark 
Lawrence A. Lamb Robert P. Perez Ethel M. Steele 
Richard W. Lambright Christine R. Pfeffer Mary B. Stevens 
Aino K. Lautsio Stephanie Pinder James P. Sutton, Jr. 
Dana L. Laws Jane Elise Pinter Lisa I. Svitak 
Heather A. Lawson Judy Pizam Lisa A. Thiesen 
Vincent Wayne Leaver Richard Irwin Portnoy Valerie D. Thoman 
Len Friedman Leeb Pava A. Radakovich Patricia L. Thomas 
William J. Lester Deb Reed Barbara A. Thorp 
Laura M. Lewis Jillisent I. Reed Margaret A. Towle 
Barbara A. Lucenko Barbara R. Regalado Amy B. Trachter 
Kyoko Makino Liliana Retelny Helen Tragou 
Laura S. Mariani Juanita Larry Riley Jane W. Turmail 
Ana C. Marinakys George S. Rings Sammy Tzabery 
Caroline A. Marrara Diane Rosenthal Juan J. Urrutia 
Ada Lisa Martorell Diane J. Ruby Carol A. Van Dusen 
Deborah J. Matthews Gwendolyn E. Rundle Jimletta Yvonne Vareene 
Elizabeth A. Maxwell Jenifer Lynne Rutecki Daren M. Voss 
Virginia E. McCann Sharon E. Wright Santos Donald E. Vozzola 
Michael William McDowell Sheila G. Sazant Preston L. Waddington 
Peggy R. Lipford McKeal Jeanette M. Schneider Glennis L. Wallace 
Kay F. Meyer Cynthia L. Schorr Kelly A. Walsh 
Elissa R. Miller Barbara A. Selig Shelagh A. Warren 
Linnette C. Miller Sandra Renee Shafer Drew Warrener 
Nicole C. Milona Omrit Shimoni Carmel Nicolosi Wascom 
Kristen Read Moeller Sarah D. Silbert Garry M. Weinberger 
Lizette B. Mollinea Diana L. Sillence Eugene D. Weiner 
Heidi Bu rk Montanari Linda S. Simhon Ronnie Weissmark 
Luz M. Montero Patricia A. Small Evelyn C. Wellons 
Michael J. Moore Dennis Smith Judith A. Whitaker 
Carl A. Moss Kimberly Harrison Smith Deborah L. Whitehouse 
Marjorie J. Mosser Linda M. Spradlin Kim M. Wiener 
Marilyn E. Mumby Gerard V. Sprague Sheryl Lynn Wilk 
Vicki A. Needham Karen A Stabler David E. Wilson 
Sandra Lynn O'Neill Brenda L. Stack-Krompegal Stephanie L. Wisby 
Vivian M. Ouzts Robert J. Stadnicki Sharon D. Wright 
Laura T. Palmer Jeffrey Alan Zurawin 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Rebeca Aelion Amy B. Dickson Heidi J. Hosig 
Leslie A. Apfelbaum Laura J. Faley Michele L. Jackson 
Alejandro Jorge Arias Jennifer L. Geter Jane E. Jagelman 
Judith H. Averbuch Kendall E. Gladding Patricia M. Joyce 
Sigal Baer Gregory E. Golden Andrew R. Kahn 
Isandy Basilio Christine A. Grier Jenifer L. Karth 
Norman V. Bertel Jessica M. Gurvit Caryl A. Keating 
William L. Brim Cheryl D. Hansen Tracy L. Kremper 
Roseanne C. Catena Melissa A. Harrison Michael Kubica 
Carmen G./Cruz Bethany L. Helfman Joseph Laino 
Maria A. Cuddy-Casey Paul W. Hill Mark D. Landis 
Belinda A. Lee 
Lawrence J. Levy 
Beth F. Lieberman 
Eileen E. Mahoney 
Scott B. Massaro 
Mary Ann McMorrow 
Elana S. Mendelssohn 
Tracy L. Meyer 
Lori J. Miller 
Marsha A. Minkin 
William A. Moss 
Laura A. Mulhall 
Richard Parker 
Steven L. Pastyrnak 
Timothy J. Petersen 
Bita Pishevar 
Katrina R. Rayls 
Mercedes B. Redzepi 
Anamaria C. Rey-Perez 
Monique D. Richard 
Laurie P. Risley 
Jose E. Rivera 
Jennie L. Robb 
Robert E. Roth 
Renee L. Howley 
Mariana A. Rugg 
Melissa K. Runyon 
Stephen A. Russo 
Elisa M. Saladrigas 
Martin H. Schmatolla-Brooks 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
John Seger 
Loreen R. Shrager 
Sherri C. Skibinski 
Suzanne E. Slate 
Michael Steinhardt 
Bernardin M. Suppa 
Laura A. Swartele 
Sara L. Timmerman 
Amy B. Tomberg 
Kenneth B. Tormey 
Elizabeth A. Trop 
Monica L. Tweel 
Timothy D. Van Sickle 
Maryann E. Wharry 
Matthew S. Zimmerman 
School of Computer and Information Sciences 
Michael P. Barry 
Victoria L. Bates 
Mark S. Fink 
James M. Morris 
Sally Arnold 
George A. Brown 
James S. Brown 
Chin-Po Chang 
Tzong-Ching Chen 
Virginia C. Corbyons 
Christopher K. Evans 




Presented by EDWARD LlEBLEIN, Ph.D. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Bharatkumar J. Oza 
Michael A. Perks 
Paul A. Prosperino 
Valeria L. Robinson 
COMPUTER-BASED LEARNING 
Ming-Chao Huang 
Donald S. Huffman 
Maurice E. Kaplan 
Linda D. Lake 
Kuo-Yean Liu 
Daniel T. Lothspeich 
Thomas C. Mangus 
Stephen A. McBride 
Walter L. McLaughlin 
Chiou Moh 
Ozzie L. Presnell 
John Stanley Roman, Jr. 
Elena Rae Schultz 
Donna Smith Skibbie 
John D. Zipp 
Cynthia M. Pryke 
Jorge R. Pujols 
Joan E. Radford 
Elbert O. Reed 
Tim W. Roth 
Rolando Rueda-De-Leon 
Robert J. Smolenski 
Bruce R. Van Tassel 
D. Gail Thompson 
William Steven Werner 
Kun-hsu Yeh 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
Jen Lin 
Kayed N. Alfi 
Gail S. Ali 
Eric P. Allison 
Donal C. Bailey 
Hector M. Bird 
Indrason R. Bollampally 
Michael G. Charalambides 
Ching-Chuan Chou 
Marlene R. Donegal 
Minnie M. Ghent 
Todd A. Bell 
Andrew J. Fontana 
David D. Holcomb 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Sarah H. Robison 
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Jane V. Gilbert 
Satish Keshavanarayan 
Dennis T. King 
Nancy M. LeRoy 
Ching-Li Lin 
Edward C. Lindoo 
Chetna Reddy Madipadaga 
Stephanos Mavromoustakos 
Douglas A. Mikaelian 
Sha Mohammed Rashidal Islam 
Gayle K. Moody 
Diana V. Sattler 
Stuart M. Taylor 





Bruce R. Whitely 
Pongpan Wongsuwan 
Chi bin Wu 
MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Thitiya Jitvimol 
Janice L. Kish 
Diane E. Kutscher 
Maria A. Lillo 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Oceanographic Center 
Marcos N. Marcoulides 
Paul J. Sisilli 
Norma P. Stilwell 
Presented by JULIAN McCREARY, JR., Ph.D. 
Nicole Adlmey 
Salama Mohammed Ahmed 
AI-Marri 
GARY KLEPPEL, Ph.D. 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
John Braker 
Christine M. Hofmann 
Roseline Marston 
Karen Roberts 
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
Sara C. Schenker 
Michelle Zetwo 
Terri S. Schmidt 
Marta Renee Smith 
Christine Urnezis 
MARINE BIOLOGY AND COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
Stacy M. Wolfe 
COASTAL STUDIES 
Jeffrey Andrews 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
School of Social and Systemic Studies 
Presented by RONALD J. CHENAIL, Ph.D. 
T eri L. Arazie 
Lynn M. Barroner 
Ellen Berger 
Jeanne E. Berkowitz 
Susan M. Besman 
Roxanne B. Bonet 
John Martin Borthicl< 
Carol G. Boston 
Carol L. Brinson 
Susan Marie Clerici 
Susanne Terri Coleman 
Douglas K. Dobberfuhl 
Edward (Jet) Colman Frank 
Donald F. Anderson 
Lynn M. Bagley 
Scott P. Chitoff 
Jeffrey B. Cohen 
Larry A. Feldman 
ANNE H. RAMBO, Ph.D. 
MARTI BONNEAU, M.S.W. 
FAMILY THERAPY 
Barbara Ann G rasch 
Julie C. Harren 
Kimberly S. Hessen 
Marian R. Horowitz 
Leslie Michelle Jaeger 
Deborah J. Jensen 
Jeffrey H. Kaplan 
Martha Latz 
Marlene Lepage 
Anna M. Losito-Mahowski 
Darlene D. Mayers 
Mark Lewis Mayers 
Elena Marie Mook 
MAJOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
Danashari A. James 
Donna S. Karnal 
Mary M. Mahoney 
Loretta Natalie Nicolella 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Candace A. Morin 
Odette D. Murphy 
Carla J. Neumann 
Laurie K. Parker 
Judith S. Persico 
Brian A. Rosenberg 
Deborah A. Rudes 
Karen S. Ruskin 
Paula Sedgwick-Stewart 
Suzanne Marie Sosa 
Fanny Waldman 
Seanna Lee Willhoite 
Anne M. Wilson 
Kathleen M. Nolan 
Douglas Franklin Pfeiffer 
Jolie Felice Reed 
Barry D. Siegel 
Heberto B. Vazquez, Jr. 
The Institute for the Humanities and Arts 
Christine M. Baker 
Robert M. Baker 
Edward E. Holland 
Diana P. James 
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Christina Le Blanc 
Risa E. Lurie 
Margaret Michelle Melfi 
Patricia Mishkin 
Cynthia C. Muchnick 
Ken Sharpe 
Linda C. Sussman 
Barbara G. Victor 
Phillip G. Vidal 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 
Ronald G. Assaf 
Leonard L. Farber 
Harry A. Gampel 
Linda L. Gill 
William D. Horvitz 
Royal F. Jonas 
Kenneth V. Knight 
Chairman 
RAY FERRERO, JR. 
President 
OVID C. LEWIS 
Vice-Chair 
ROBERT A. STEELE 
Secretary 
W. TINSLEY ELLIS 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Jack L. LaBonte 
Marshall B. Lytle II 
Mary R. McCahill 
Chair Emeritus 
Arnold Melnick, D.O. 
August C. Paoli 
Emanuel Pushkin, 0.0. 
EX OFFICIO 
David H. Rush 
Franklin L. Smith 
Harry L. Smith 
Morton Terry, D.O. 
Jay Tischenkel, R.Ph. 
August Urbanek 
Zachariah P. Zachariah, M.D. 
Cheryl A. Gotthelf Cathy Hoffeld Joseph R. Millsaps Terrence J. Russell 
Robert O. Barber 
Hamilton Forman 
James Farq uhar 
Chairman Emeritus (retired) 
Abraham S. Fischler 
President Emeritus 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
Myron I. Segal, M.D. 
J. Wallace Wrightson 
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Professor of Psychology HELEN ORVASCHEL, Ph.D. HASSELT, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychology Associate Professor of 
ROBERT KABACOFF, Ph.D. Psychology 
Associate Professor of BADY QUINTAR, Ph.D. 
Psychology Professor of Psychology ROBERT WEITZ, Ph.D. 
Professor Emeritus of 
Psychology 
FACUL TV - OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTER 
JULIAN McCREARY, Jr., RICHARD DODGE, Ph.D. ANDREW MOORE, Ph.D. 
Ph.D. Associate Dean, Assistant Professor of 
Dean Professor of Oceanography Oceanography 
Professor of Oceanography 
GARY KLEPPEL, Ph.D. MAHMOOD SHIVJI,Ph.D. 
PATRICIA BLACKWELDER, Associate Professor of Assistant Professor of 
Ph.D. Ocea nography Oceanography 
Associate Professor of 
Oceanography BARRY KLINGER, Ph.D. RUSSELL SNYDER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Professor of Oceanography 
CURTIS BURNEY, Ph.D. Oceanography 
Associate Professor of RICHARD SPIELER, Ph.D. 
Oceanography CHARLES MESSING, Ph.D. Associate Professor of 
Associate Professor of Oceanography 
Oceanography 
FACUL TV - SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
ROBERT PREZIOSI, D.P.A. 
Acting-Dean 
DANIEL L. AUSTIN, Ph.D. 
Director, Division of Public and 
Social Services Administration 
ROBERT BAER, D.P.A. 




Director, M.B.A. Programs 
FRANK CAVICO, J.D. 
Assistant Professor of Business 
Law 
EDWARD J. COYNE 




Associate Professor of Human 
Resourse Management 
ALAN GART, Ph.D. 
Professor of Finance and 
Economics 
JANE GIBSON, D.B.A. 
Professor of Management 
GEORGE GRAHAM, LL.D. 





GEMA HERNANDEZ, D.P.A. 




Professor of Management 
WILLIAM JOHNSON, Ph.D. 
Professor of Marketing 
MARLENE KRYVICKY 









Director, Doctoral Research 
PEDRO PELLET, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor in 
Economics 
EDWARD PIERCE, D.B.A. 
Director, Doctoral Programs 
Associate Professor of Finance 
ARTHUR WEINSTIEN 
Associate Professor of 
Marketing 
FACULTY - THE INSTITUTE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND ARTS 
STUART HORN, Ph.D., 
Dean 
(History, Comparative Religion, 
History of Ideas) 
STEVE ALFORD, Ph.D. 
(Comparative Literature, Film 
Studies, History of Ideas) 
BARBARA BROADMAN, 
Ph.D. 
(Latin American Caribbean 
Studies, International Studies) 
MARK CAVANAUGH, Ph.D. 
(Social Psychology, 
Sociological Theory, History of 
Ideas) 
JAMES DOAN, Ph.D. 
(Folklore, Celtic Studies, 
Medieval Studies, Humanities, 
Women's Studies) 
SUZANNE FERRISS, Ph.D. 
(Comparative Literature, 
Women's Studies) 
LINDA GORDON, Ph.D. 
(Comparative Literature, 
Women's Studies, Humanities) 
CHRIS JACKSON, Ph.D. 
(American and British 
Literature, Arts) 
LESTER LINDLEY, Ph.D. 
(American Studies, Legal 
Studies) 
DAVID McNARON, Ph.D. 
(Philosophy, Humanities) 
RICHARD MORDI, Ph.D. 
(Sociology, Anthropology, 
African Studies) 
BEN MULVEY, Ph.D. 
(Philosophy, Humanities) 
EDWIN STIEVE, Ph.D. 
Director 
(Medieval Studies, American 
and British Literature, 
Humanities) 
SCOTT STODDART, Ph.D. 




(American and British 
Literature, Women's Studies) 
CHARLES ZELDEN, Ph.D. 
(History, Legal Studies) 
FACULTY - SCHOOL OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
EDWARD LlEBLEIN, Ph.D., GEORGE M. GABB, M.S. MARLYN LITTMAN, Ph.D. 
Dean Assistant Director Professor 
PHILIP M. ADAMS, Ph.D. S. ROLLINS GUILD, Ph.D. FRANK MITROPOLOUS, 
Professor Assistant Professor M.S. 
Lecturer 
MICHAEL BERKOW, M.S. WILLIAM HARTMAN, M.S. 
Adjunct Lecturer Adjunct Lecturer RAUL A. SALAZAR, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
HARVEY M. DEITEL, Ph.D. MARGARET HUTTO, M.S. 
Professor Lecturer JUN-PING SUN, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
LAURIE P. DRINGUS, Ph.D. JOHN KINGSBURY, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Assistant Professor RAISA SZABO, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
GEORGE K. FORNSHELL, JACQUES C. LEVIN, Ph.D. 
Ph.D. Professor STEVE TERRELL, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor 
FACULTY - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND SYSTEMIC STUDIES 




Assistant Professor of Family 
Therapy 
SHARON L. BOESL, M.A. 
Assistant Dean for Clinical and 
Community Services and 
Director of Clinical and 
Community Outreach Center 
MARTI BONNEAU, M.S.W. 
Assistant Professor and 
Director, M.S. Program in 
Dispute Resolution 
DOUGLAS G. BUCK, D.P.A. 




Assistant Professor of Family 
Therapy 
PAT M. COLE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Family 
Therapy and Director, Institute 
for Family Business at NSU 
DOUGLAS G. FLEMONS, 
Ph.D. 
Associate Professor and 
Director, Ph.D. Program in 
Family Therapy 
SHELLEY K. GREEN, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Family 
Therapy 
BRIAN D. POLKINGHORN, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Dispute 
Resolution 
ANNE H. RAMBO, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor and 
Director, M.S. Program in 
Family Therapy 
LEE G. SHILTS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Family 
Therapy 
WILLIAM C. WARTERS, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor and 
Director, Ph.D. Program in 
Dispute Resolution 
MARGO F. WEISS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor and 
Director, Medical Family 
Therapy Program 
CATHIE J. WITTY, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Dispute 
Resolution 
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The following members of the Nova Southeastern University community 
are sharing their musical talents with us today: 
Marty Timmens, flute; Jennifer Sacco, Beth Wardlaw, Karen Shelly, clarinet, Maria Kluttz, 
Mindy Carr, Rashad Jackson, trumpet, Kelly Kirkpatrick, Eddie Garbar, Ron Gilbert, Ron 
Faircloth, hom; Whitnee Walder, Jamie Grinos, Roy Wimbush, trombone; Chris Stabile, 
tuba; Brett Steinberg, Darrell McKeg, Ted Flynn, percussion; George Mitchell, tympani; 
Ken Gustafson, Christine Jackson, Judy Shulman, keyboards; Helena Randell, Aaron 
Mazzeo, violin; Karen Kahn, string bass; Michael Marks, voice; Mark Cavanaugh, 
conducting, arrangements, production. 
Special appreciation is extended to: 
Mark Cavanaugh for coordination, orchestration, and direction of today's commencement ensemble. 
Rob Gabrielse n for coordination of commencement. 
Elaine Poff for program design and coordination of commencement. 
Maria Kluttz for musical assistance. 
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ACADEMIC REGALIA 
The caps, gowns and hoods of the academic procession date back to the Middle 
Ages, when they were common dress for scholars. Monks and students wore them to 
keep warm in the damp and drafty twelfth-century castles and halls of learning. 
The Bachelor's gown has a pleated front and long, pointed sleeves. The Master's 
gown, which may be worn open, is distinguished by its long, square sleeves, closed at 
the end and slit near the elbow to permit the forearms to come through. The Doctor's 
gown, which also may be worn open, is trimmed with velvet panels down the front, with 
three velvet bars on its bell-shaped sleeves. The hood is the key to the costume. With 
a tassel of the same material as the gown, it is lined in silk with a color or colors of the 
institution conferring the degree. The length of the hood indicates the degree: four feet 
for the Doctor, three-and-a-half feet for the Master, and three feet for the Bachelor. The 
hood is sometimes omitted on the Bachelor's gown. The width of the velvet border also 
indicates a degree. The widest border belongs to the Doctor's gown. 
The color of the hood's border indicates the field of learning to which the degree 
pertains. The Doctor's hood may bear a single chevron on the lining. Two narrow 
chevrons indicate a Bachelor, while the Master may have a single chevron or have the 
hood divided equally in two colors. 
The various fields of learning are indicated by color as follows: arts, letters, 
humanities -- white; commerce and accountancy -- drab; economics -- copper; education 
or pedagogy -- light blue; engineering -- orange; fine arts, including architecture -- brown; 
law -- purple; library science -- lemon; medicine -- green; philosophy -- dark blue; science 
-- golden yellow. 
During the processional, candidates for the Bachelor's Degree wear the tassels on 
their mortarboard hats on their right. Upon receiving their diplomas, they move the 
tassels to the left. 
NOTE: The appearance of a name in this program should not be interpreted as evidence 
of graduation. The student's permanent record, on file in the University Registrar's office, 
remains the official testimony of the possession of a Nova Southeastern degree. 
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